
 
 
PRESS RELEASE 
 
 
“THE LAKE: WORKS FOR RADIO” 
 
January 10-24 2016 
 
Première event: Saturday January 9 2016, 5-7pm 
 
Participating artists: Gry Bagøien (DK), Hildur Guðnadóttir (IS), CM von Hausswolff (SE), 
Klara Lewis (SE), Pejk Malinovski (DK), Skuli Sverrisson (IS), Maia Urstad (NO) and Jana 
Winderen (NO). 
 
In collaboration with The Lake Radio, Nikolaj Kunsthal presents a new and 
pioneering format: a set-up for listening in which eight Nordic artists present each 
their take on what sound on the radio may be today. 
 
In recent years, radio art has become a part of a larger and wider field of sound and media 
art with many different actors such as artists, independent radio stations and organisations. 
One such actor is the alternative, non-profit, 24 hours radio channel The Lake that since 
2014 has presented a wealth of musical genres and journalistic features, sound and radio 
art. With its new project Works for Radio, The Lake brings together some of the most 
central and experimental Nordic sound artists to create newly produced radio art. The 
selecting of artists for Works for Radio has taken place as a relay with The Lake first 
commissioning works from CM von Hausswolff (SE), Hildur Guðnadóttir (IS), Jana 
Winderen (NO) and Pejk Malinovski (DK). These four artists have then been given the task 
each to name one artist that is particularly interesting to them, and subsequently Klara 
Lewis (SE), Skuli Sverrisson (IS), Maia Urstad (NO) and Gry Bagøien (DK) have been 
invited.  
 
The eight new pieces will receive their first performance at a very special première event 
at Nikolaj Kunsthal for which all the artists will be there to present their works. With this 
set-up for listening, The Lake and Nikolaj Kunsthal together provide the space for a 
focused listening experience, and these presentations of radio art will also be broadcast 
directly on The Lake.  
 
After the première, the eight sound pieces will be exhibited at Nikolaj Kunsthal’s Tower 
Space in the period from January 10 to 24, and they will furthermore be featured in regular 
rotation on www.thelakeradio.com 
 
Works for Radio première 
January 9 2016, 5-7pm 
Admission: DKK 50. Tickets must be bought on Billetto: https://billetto.dk/events/104953 
 
Contact:  
Nikolaj Kunsthal: 



Karen Mette Fog Pedersen, head of PR and press relations, pr@nikolajkunsthal.dk, +45 
3318 1784 / +45 2154 7498. Press photos are available on: www.nikolajkunsthal.dk under 
“Press”. 
 
The Lake: 
Kasper Vang - contact@thelakeradio.com  - +45 2284 5670 
Anne Dalby - contact@thelakreradio.com  - +45 6175 7565  
 
Works for Radio is supported by The Nordic Culture Fond and Nordic Culture Point. 
Read more http://www.nikolajkunsthal.dk/da  
 


